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Inside this issue: 

     We are off to an exciting 2014.  As we continue to grow 

and invest in our Q-Works platform, we are at the point 

where we have had to add two additional staff members, to 

our internal team.  We are moving John Mock from bench 

support to our Q-Works support team.  John will be working 

with Kent full time and some of John’s new responsibilities 

include: Q-Works’ end of month reporting, server and   

workstation management, as well as level two help desk support.  We have 

also made two new hires, David Roeber, and Heather Young.  David will be 

assisting Joe with new system configuration and bench support.  Heather 

will be working with Jason to assist with scheduling and accounting duties.   

     Within the next couple of months, our new customer portal should be  

going live.  The portal will allow our clients to open, and track the status of 

service orders on line.  The portal will not replace the ability to call or email 

to open service orders, but it will provide our clients the option to open sup-

port calls on-line and track requests.   

     In January, we implemented Smartsheet, a project management tool.  

Smartsheet gives us the ability to manage the status of projects and easily 

collaborate with our clients as a team.  
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Microsoft Web Apps is Being Rebranded as Office Online 

     Microsoft has done a very nice job of cleaning up their Office Web Apps 

product line.  With the cleanup came a rebranding.  Apparently, many   

people were confused with the Office Web Apps name, so like many        

companies today, they are rebranding the product name to be more in line 

with their main stream product and are now simply calling it Office Online.  

Microsoft has also rebranded their SkyDrive to OneDrive.  With the        

rebranding of OneDrive, Microsoft is providing 7GB of free space, and up to 

5GB of shared space split among you and other users with whom you share 

data.  You can also take advantage of their camera backup feature with an 

additional 3GB.  Office Online is still free, but you do need a free Microsoft 

account to access this product. 

     With the rebranding come some new, easier to use features.  The old  

version was difficult to change between apps; once you are in an app, there 

is a drop down on the top left that lets you toggle between your apps.  The 

old version required you to go to your SkyDrive (now OneDrive), to create 

and or open a document.  With Office Online you can open the application 

directly from an app.  Microsoft has done a very nice job with this refreshed 

product.   
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Important Microsoft Dates Reminder 

     The end of extended support for Microsoft Windows XP is April 8, 2014 which is just a few months 

away.  Server 2003 end of extended support is July 14, 2015.  I’ve been writing about this for over a 

year, but what this means is, Microsoft will no longer provide security updates for this platform and 

the bad guys know this.  The bad guys also know that there are a lot of systems out there running     

Windows XP, so they have begun to step up their effort towards writing new exploits against that 

platform.  I expect to see a lot Windows XP exploits over the next nine months.  If you have not      

upgraded, please plan on upgrading soon and if you cannot upgrade the system, it should be isolated 

onto a separate secure network segment.  

     If your organization operates in an industry with compliance requirements such as GLBA, PCI, 

HIPAA, SOX, NERC etc., Windows XP will be classified as non-compliant.  If you need to continue to 

run XP for a specific application, mitigating controls need to be put in place to protect/isolate that 

system.  The goals for isolating XP systems are: add external protections and prevent it from         

potentially compromising other internal systems.    

     If you insist on running Windows XP at home, you need to make sure you have a good firewall in 

place, and I strongly suggest not doing any on-line financial transactions, such as banking, or       

purchasing products from on-line stores. As an alternative to using Windows XP for on-line financial 

transactions, consider using a Linux Live CD, such as “Lightweight Portable Security (LPS)”, which I 

have reviewed in previous newsletters.      

Apple Gotofail Vulnerability 

     There is a serious security flaw in Apple’s Safari browser, nicknamed “gotofail”.  The flaw is based 

on a “goto” command in Apple’s code that skips the authentication step and allows a hacker to      

control the device.   

     On February 21, Apple released new updates for their iOS platform (iPhones and iPads).  The 

flaw also affects the Mac (OSx) platform.  As of February 23, no updates have been released for the 

Mac.  Independent testing has shown that Chrome and Firefox do not exhibit the same vulnerability 

on a Mac.  Until Apple releases updates for Safari, users should consider using Chrome or Firefox. 

Smartsheet Project Management and Collaboration 

     I owe some thanks to a customer that introduced me to Smartsheet.  Smartsheet is basically a 

spreadsheet on steroids.  It lets you organize and prioritize project tasks, and includes on-line file 

sharing.  Smartsheet offers a free user account for collaborators, and offers unlimited users per    

project.  

     Smartsheet offers a free 30 day trial and there are four subscription levels: Basic, Advanced, 

Team, and Enterprise.  The Basic package is $14/month and limits you to one creator and 10 active 

projects.  The Advanced package is $25/month and includes one collaborator and 50 projects, and has 

a reporting feature which lets you see who has logged into the system.  These two levels have the  

capability to manually backup your projects, including the shared files.  The Team package is $39/

month and includes 3 creators and unlimited projects.  An advantage to the Team package is the 

ability to schedule automated backups of your projects and tighter user management.  Smartsheet is 

accessible via a web browser and there are apps for iPhone, iPad, and Android devices.   

Continued on Page 3 
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            Smartsheet Project Management and Collaboration Cont. from Pg. 2  

     Getting support on the product is not very easy.  For the Basic and Advanced levels you can     

expect a turnaround time of 24 hours.  For the Team and Enterprise level packages, turnaround 

time is typically less than four hours.  They do have great videos and on-line documentation.  If you 

are looking for an easy way to collaborate and easily manage projects this is a great tool.  I would 

suggest if you want to use Smartsheet, sign up for the free trial.  During the trial period you will 

deal with a dedicated sales rep that is easy to contact and will help you through the learning curve.  

You can learn more about Smartsheet at www.smartsheet.com. 

RAID, What’s the Best Option? 

     There are many options for choosing a RAID solution.  It would take a lot of time to review all 

the options, but it is important to understand the most popular models and their pros and cons.   

RAID 0 is not typically used, but it is worth mentioning because it offers excellent performance 

(read and write capability) at the best price, but it lacks any form of fault tolerance.  If all you are         

interested in is performance, this is the solution for you.  I cannot recommend RAID 0 because it has 

no fault tolerance and doubles the chance of a total loss of data. 

     RAID 10 is my favorite; it provides all the performance of RAID 0 and includes fault tolerance by 

mirroring the RAID 0 drives to a second set of drives.  This system is only 50% efficient and requires 

a minimum of four drives.  RAID 10 provides the best read/write performance and offers a very high 

level of resiliency.   

     RAID 5/50 is a good solution if your application requires heavy data reads.  It is typically          

implemented with three drives.  With a three drive implementation, it is 66% efficient.  The more 

drives you add to a RAID 5/50 solution, the more efficient it becomes, but the chance of a drive    

failure also increases.  It offers good read performance but suffers if your application does heavy 

writing to the drive.  If a drive fails in a RAID 5/50 solution, performance is greatly diminished    

because the system needs to calculate what was lost on the failed drive which creates a lot of     

overhead on the system. A lot of overhead is also required to rebuild the array. 

     RAID 6/60 is growing in popularity and is similar to RAID 5/50, but write performance is even 

worse than RAID 5 because it is using two disks worth of space for parity.  It is also only 50%       

efficient like RAID 10.  RAID 6/60 provides more resiliency than RAID 5.   

     If you can’t decide which RAID level to implement, I suggest RAID 10.  The cost of hard drives is 

relatively inexpensive.  On a smaller system with RAID 5, you would be looking at using three 

drives vs four drives in a RAID 10 solution.  For the cost of a single enterprise class drive, it makes 

sense to step up to the faster solution, and should a drive fail, you won’t have to suffer the            

diminished performance of RAID 5.  

 

http://www.smartsheet.com
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     For a fixed monthly fee, we are revolutionizing the 

IT industry with our Q-Works program.  Quanexus’ 

complete “managed services” package means that 

you will see increased performance, security, and   

reliability immediately, at an affordable price.  

     Your business success depends on your IT                  

infrastructure. You need Quanexus to deliver         

proactive services that not only keep your network up 

and running, but running effectively and efficiently.  

 

     If you have any suggestions or topics you 

would like to see covered, please contact us 

with an email at sales@quanexus.com or give 

us a call at 937-885-7272. We would love to hear 

from you. 
www.quanexus.com 

Smartphone Theft Reaches Dangerous Levels 

     Consumer Reports reported that 1.6 million American consumers were victims of smartphone 

theft in 2012.  David Gewirtz of ZDNet reported that the State of California DOJ had filed charges 

against a criminal ring for trafficking $4 million worth of smartphones.  Based on the increasing 

number of new smartphone sales, it is likely that the 2013 numbers will be much greater.   

     A smartphone that costs $700 US will sell overseas for $971 to $1,196, providing a great profit.  

Organized crime has gotten into this business by using people who qualify for government assisted 

phones.  They have the qualified person enter into an agreement with the carrier, with the intention 

of never paying, and then selling the phone.   Apple stores have also become the target of many  

break-ins. 

     David Gewirtz of ZDNet calls this a pandemic. “While an epidemic can impact a widespread      

section of a population, that population is generally contained within a regional area.  If smartphone 

thefts were confined in the main to say, New York City, it would be an epidemic. But since 

smartphone theft is now a national problem (and a worldwide problem), that pushes the problem into 

pandemic proportions.” 

     The government is looking for a way to slow or stop this pandemic.  There is legislation proposed 

that all smartphones be equipped with a kill button.  Once the device is reported stolen, it will be  

disabled.  Some of the cell phone manufactures are ok with the kill switch solution while others are 

not.  The carriers are also pushing back on the kill switch solution stating that there is the potential 

for systems to get hacked.  San Francisco District Attorney George Gascón thinks the push back is 

because the carriers don’t want to lose all the revenue they get from selling theft protection.  The  

carriers are proposing a national database of stolen phones and once a phone is listed on the          

database it can’t be activated.   

     David Gewirtz’s personal concern about the kill switch is it would give the government a way to 

instantly shut off communications.  But he also stated that if the government wanted to cut off    

communications, they could do it now by directly shutting down the hubs. 


